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This list consists of Breed specialist judges who are supported by the Labrador Breed Council as being suitable to award Challenge Certificates in the breed.
The minimium criteria for this list are :
- To have judged Labradors over a period of at least seven years
- To have judged Labradors over a wide geographical area
- To have judged at least two Labrador breed club open shows or 1 breed open + 1 breed limit show ( the Limit Show will only count for the Labrador Breed Council
list but not towards the Kennel Club criteria), one of which should be a qualifying breed club appointment.
A qualifying Labrador breed club appointment is a show at which a minimum of 65 dogs were present and judged
- To have judged a minimum of 90 classes of Labradors, to include a least 200 dogs of the breed, and an additional Labrador breed club appointment.
(The 90 classes cannot include the qualifying Labrador breed club open show appointment)
- To have bred and/or owned a minimum of three dogs when these dogs obtained their first entry in The Kennel Club Stud Book, save in exceptional circumstances
- To have stewarded on at least 12 occasions at separate shows
- To have have attended a seminar given by a Kennel Club Accredited Trainer and passed the relevant examination on Kennel Club Regulations and JudgingProcedures
- To have attended a seminar given by a Kennel Club Accredited Trainer on Conformation and Movement
- To have attended and passed a “Hands-on Assessment” given by a Kennel Club accredited trainer.
- To have attended at least one Labrador breed specific seminar held in accordance with the Kennel Club Code of Best Practice and passed an examination and / or
assessment
- To have not yet been approved by the Kennel Club for inclusion on the A2 list
- To have attended an Open Stake Field Trial or open Working Test and obtained a copy of the event card signed by the Chief Steward indicating how long the person was
at the event. A judge already awarding CCs in another gundog breed is exempt from this requirement.
CASEY MR E

Greystones, Southam Road, Ufton, Leamington Spa, Warks CV33 9PL

OXLEY MRS LA

Kingsmoss Farm, Pimbo Road, Kingsmoss, St Helens, Lancs WA11 8RD

kasara27@yahoo.co.uk

01926 613994

KASARA / MOYGLASS

01744 892234

CRANKCROSS

List will expire on 31st May 2017
Lists are for specific periods and upon expiry new ones will be published by the Labrador breed Council. Inclusion in any part of a list does not guarantee automatic admission
to subsequent ones. The member clubs of the Labrador Breed Council alone shall decide on those judges whose names are to be included in the annual list of Judges and
fulfilling any part of the various criteria does not guarantee inclusion in any part of a list.
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